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NEW QUESTION: 1
For doing Quality Planning, you are going to use Design of
Experiments to determine which factors might influence specific
variables. What variable(s) can be used in your analysis?
A. Pounds
B. Kilograms
C. Weight
D. Dollars
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: D

C
B
D
A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You need to ensure that an Azure web app named
az400-9940427-main supports rolling upgrades. The solution must
ensure that only 10 percent of users who connect to
az400-9940427-main use update versions of the app.
The solution must minimize administrative effort.
To complete this task, sign in to the Microsoft Azure portal.
Answer:
Explanation:
See solution below.
Explanation
Set up staging environments in Azure App Service
1. Open Microsoft Azure Portal
2. Log into your Azure account, select your app's resource
page, in the left pane, select Deployment slots &gt; Add Slot.
3. In the Add a slot dialog box, give the slot a name, and
select whether to clone an app configuration from another
deployment slot. Select Add to continue.
4. After the slot is added, select Close to close the dialog
box. The new slot is now shown on the Deployment slots page. By
default, Traffic % is set to 0 for the new slot, with all
customer traffic routed to the production slot.
5. Select the new deployment slot to open that slot's resource
page.
6. Change TRAFFIC % to 10
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/app-service/deploy-stagi
ng-slots

NEW QUESTION: 4
A user has configured ELB with Auto Scaling. The user suspended
the Auto Scaling terminate process only for a while. What will
happen to the availability zone rebalancing process
(AZRebalance. during this period?
A. Auto Scaling will allow the instances to grow more than the
maximum size
B. Auto Scaling will not launch or terminate any instances
C. Auto Scaling will keep launching instances till the maximum
instance size
D. It is not possible to suspend the terminate process while

keeping the launch active
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
Auto Scaling performs various processes, such as Launch,
Terminate, Availability Zone Rebalance (AZRebalance. etc. The
AZRebalance process type seeks to maintain a balanced number of
instances across Availability Zones within a region. If the
user suspends the Terminate process, the AZRebalance process
can cause the Auto Scaling group to grow up to ten percent
larger than the maximum size. This is because Auto Scaling
allows groups to temporarily grow larger than the maximum size
during rebalancing activities. If Auto Scaling cannot terminate
instances, the Auto Scaling group could remain up to ten
percent larger than the maximum size until the user resumes the
Terminate process type.
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